**Physical Access Constraints**

This map is only intended to display the physical condition of the road at the time of publication. It does not address access issues related to factors other than the actual physical condition of the road/itself. It does not reflect the political situation, or address security issues.

Note: State and County Boundaries on this map do not imply endorsement by WFP.

**Data Sources:**

- WFP
- IOM
- UNHCR
- UNOPS
- WFP, IOM, OCHA, UNOPS, UNMISS, MAF, GUAL, GeoNames

Access constraints:
- River open
- Road open
- Road warning
- Road closed
- Tertiary/unassessed track
- Secondary road
- Primary road

**Road Types:**
- Road closed
- Road warning
- Tertiary/unassessed track
- Secondary road
- Primary road
- River open
- Road open

**Access Issues Related to Factors Other Than the Actual Available at the Time of Publication. It Does Not Address Condition of the Roads, Based on the Best Information Available.**